Nancy Burson ... THE UNIVERSE KNOWS IF YOU ARE

As an inventor, photographer, writer, and healer, Nancy Burson will present her work, which includes photographic documentation of spiritual experience, auras, crop circles, and the highly sentient beings that she calls the Rays or ECs (Extra Celestials).

Ms. Burson is best known for her pioneering work in morphing technology, which produces an image of a person’s face at a different age, enabling law enforcement officials to locate missing children and adults. She has received media attention for her Human Race Machine, which allows viewers to see themselves as a different race. Burson lectures and teaches worldwide, including a visiting professorship at Harvard and an adjunct position at NYU.

Currently Burson is traveling, conducting presentations to familiarize her audience with the material and phenomena included in her new book Lineage. In the past few years, she has created public presentations at many diverse venues including The United Nations, The Glastonbury Symposium, The Prophets Conference, Bodhi Tree Books, the Cincinnati Art Museum, East West Books (NYC), and Breathe Books Baltimore.
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